
Does Anybody Know A Good Shell Game? 

In the name of educational accountability, the national government – made up in an age-
old aristocratic fashion almost exclusively of privileged-class politicians minimally connected in 
any way to either a devastating poverty or issues of cultural oppression – had swiftly lined up 
behind the theoretically liberal testing laws of NCLB. 

After all, punitive answerability mandates?
Were such politically expedient laws.  
As politician-detached regulations, they took issues of social inequity (issues which 

otherwise would have so annoyingly fallen directly under the governmental umbrella) 
conveniently out of legislative hands.  In lieu of assuming a direct responsibility for socio-
economic reforms, politicians on both sides of the isle repeatedly voted to extend the invasive 
mandates of a no-excuses NCLB, and thus pushed culpability for social inequity away from the 
political realm, and let it fall, alternately and heavily, upon those so many already struggling (and 
politically weakest) lowest-income schools.  

It didn’t take long.  Financially stressed low-income buildings were quick to discover that 
when laws made by distant, culturally-detached legislators decisively said that schools would – 
in the name of children, goddamnit – change?  Well, the surest path to acquiring the monies now 
needed for implementing this inflexibly legislated change was, simply, to open doors wide to any 
and all innovative comers.  

Early-years traditional, career-committed principals were at first receptive. 
Why not step up; why not accept a theoretically groundbreaking help for frustrated 

students?  
It wasn’t long, however, before schools originally willing to embrace the abruptly    

mandated innovations demanded by money-pursuing leaders – leaders increasingly anxious to 
acquire yet another disbursement of that minimally regulated governmental and/or philanthropic 
funding – began to suffer both an employee and community resistance.  Acting upon old-school 
expectations for an interactive collaboration, principals originally ready to stand behind educator 
and/or parent groups began to voice concerns about an aggressive, teacher-and-student 
disconnected, test-score-mandated reform.  And, like magic? 

In the exact same manner as the so many recently identified bad teachers the public had 
only just begun to hear about, resistant administrators?

Began to disappear.  
Trained to be theoretically smarter, the sudden inundation of administrative replacements 

now necessitated for filling the burgeoning supply of management vacancies (those 
enthusiastically lauded “fixer” administrators of truly modern days) knew, or at least carefully 
pretended to know, that that old-fashioned status quo which had so tediously tolerated the 
collaborative involvement of a teacher, student and parental voice: 

Was bad.  
The newly instated top-down, non-collaborative, corporate-style type of management, 

however?  
Was good. 
So long as reform-loyal hires held tightly to the dogma behind an endlessly shifting 

change, when things inside their buildings got sticky (as, predictably, they always did) – well, as 
opposed to old-school days when a poor administrative performance might have led to a 
separation from both the school and the district?



The devoted “yes” men and women of modern days could count upon an inherently 
secreted promise: 

No matter how big the mess?
No matter how obvious their involvement in making the mess?
They would almost never, ever, be fired.  
Conversely, they would be very distractingly reappointed.
Reappointed; retitled; reordered; reassigned; reallocated.
And moved.*
It was this, the non-stop, eye-catching movement, in fact, which was crucial to the 

protracted maintenance of Big Money invasions.  Chaotic movement; constant, incessant change; 
the flashy razzle-dazzle of new titles, new schools, new tests, new initiatives, new protocols, new 
teachers, new leaders, new hires, new evaluators, new laws, new standards, new assessments, 
new practices – nothing stable, nothing sacred; no one allowed to stand still; no one permitted to 
stay in any one place long enough to become an obvious target.   

No one held long-term responsible.
No one compelled to admit to a problematic incompetence.
No one expected to stick around and clean up the mess.
The invitingly deregulated, now-you-see-it-now-you-don’t shell game behind Big 

Money’s educational transformations served an ingenious purpose.  Producing, as it did, a 
distractingly disordered chaos, the game kept onlookers too dazzled, too reactive, and too 
confused to ever point a finger directly at an underlying – and fully debilitating – reality.  

*Go ahead; do a little research.  See how many administrators the lowest-income schools in your district have had in 
the past thirteen years.


